OneCalTM
Organise Your World

OneCal™ is the first platform to integrate
personal calendars, both government
and personal alerts and lifestyle
information, presented in a single view,
accessible from any mobile device.

Challenges
The amount of information that is received daily for work or leisure, from
various sources can be overwhelming. From appointments to meeting
requests, event invitations, deadlines, reminders and email alerts, it is easy
for you to miss out important dates.
As part of NCS’ suite of enterprise mobility solutions, OneCal™
streamlines events across different calendars from corporate and
enterprise portals through web interface into one view and sets alerts
for important dates, so as to increase efficiency. In addition, user’s
experience is further enhanced with a rich layer of lifestyle information,
social sharing features, location-aware events, deals and directional maps.

Solution
NCS builds OneCalTM that can synchronize with multiple calendars and a
scheduler and enables alert notification on your smartphones and mobile
tablets. This allows user to manage schedules, appointments and events
readily in a single view and control.
For organisations, they can plug into the OneCal™ ecosystem to
immediately connect with agencies, partners and users. Moreover,
OneCalTM can be the marketing tool to promote your events to your
customers and users with the additional features of social sharing for
viral outreach.

Benefits
OneCal™ is changing the way people use their
calendars. It helps to integrate with corporate and
enterprise portal for a seamless web view interface
where it enables users to keep track of the important
dates on an integrated schedule and personalised
services from their closed groups and keep tabs on
all these dates effectively. Equipped with locationsensitive and map capabilities, users are able to
share the latest happening for deals and events on
social media platforms and plan their routes.
Increase Productivity and Efficiency
Better organizing and tracking of work and
personal schedules
Able to track tons of schedules and set reminder
to important dates in a single view and control
Cost-effective deployment based on hosted model
to reduce cost of investment and faster go-tomarket with secured delivery of content while
safeguarding the privacy of users
Optimise User’s Experience
Embrace social media and viral sharing of latest
happening for deals and events
Location-based capabilities to create more intuitive
user’s experience

User-Friendly

Bi-directional synchronization with multiple
calendars (iPhone Calendar, Facebook, Google,
Yahoo, Microsoft Exchange)

Timely personalised alerts and event notifications
from both government and private sectors in an
aggregated platform

Add and edit personal events

Search function by events, alerts and dates allows
quick and easy retrieval of information

Social sharing of events and promotions (Facebook,
Twitter, Email, SMS)

Differentiate colour codes as indicator for alerts and
events within a single at-a-glance view

Location aware of events and deals on Goggle map

Choice of daily, weekly and monthly views,
expandable for more details, with ease of switching
between views

What differentiates OneCalTM

OneCal™ integrates with corporate and enterprise
portal for a seamless web view interface
Enable user to sign-in for closed groups and access
personalized services and calendar
A ‘Remind Me’ function can be easily embedded on
your website to give a synchronized calendar view
for all personal calendar, events, deals and alerts

Download OneCalTM
a)

b)

c) Access on your mobile: onecal.com.sg
Contact us
Contact us at enquiries_catalyst@ncs.com.sg today
for a discussion on how OneCal™ can help to
differentiate your organisation from the competition
or to be part of the ecosystem

Aggregated calendar platform for personal
calendars, events, deals and reminders in single
view and control
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OneCalTM creates a wholesome and meaningful
user’s experience that can connect and value-add
to your users:

Click to access Google map with transport
information
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